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November 22, 1976

Dr. Edward J. Boling  
President  
The University of Tennessee  
807 Andy Holt Tower  
Knoxville, Tennessee

Dear President Boling:

The Commission For Blacks felt honored to meet with you on Wednesday, November 17, 1976 to discuss our concerns for improving the enrollment status of Blacks in undergraduate, graduate and professional schools within the University of Tennessee, and other issues as well.

As indicated, we wish to assist to the fullest extent possible to inform and encourage Black and other minority-group students, who have the ability, to enroll and successfully matriculate at the University of Tennessee, particularly at the Knoxville Campus. However, providing Black students this kind of opportunity requires financial assistance.

In this regard, I am particularly interested in your response to the request submitted by The Student Chapter of the National Association of Black Social Workers concerning tuition waivers. You may recall that the correspondence about this matter was forwarded to you in advance of the November 17 meeting.

Again, thank you for your cooperation. We are grateful for your continuing interest in Minority Affairs within the University of Tennessee.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Betty J. Cleckley  
Chairperson, The Commission For Blacks
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